Jeppesen announced in mid-November that it is expanding its support of the Norwegian Society for Sea Rescue (RS) by providing fleetwide Electronic Navigational Charts (ENCs) at no charge, in collaboration with PRIMAR and the Norwegian Hydrographic Service.

International legislation requires larger ships to phase in ENCs, made by or on behalf of hydrographic services, as a primary means of navigation. Against this background, Jeppesen decided to make the donation, which has an annual value of close to $500,000.

**Picture caption**
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*The signing ceremony that took place in Stavanger on 14th November showing, from left to right, Egil Aarstad (Managing Director and General Manager at Jeppesen Norway AS), Odd Arne Haueng (Maritime Director at RS) and Evert Flier (Director at the Norwegian Hydrographic Service).*
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*Our photograph here shows Céline Buisson Rosvold (Marketing Manager PRIMAR at the Norwegian Hydrographic Services), Evert Flier (Director at the Norwegian Hydrographic Service), Odd Arne Haueng (Maritime Director at RS), Egil Aarstad (Managing Director and General Manager at Jeppesen Norway AS), Hans Christoffer Lauritzen (Director PRIMAR at the Norwegian Mapping Authority) and Nina Anita Meling (Marketing Manager RS) at the ceremony during which Jeppesen donated ENCs to RS.*